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Dear Clean Energy Fuels,
We cannot thank you enough for the opportunity to create this campaign. Throughout the process,
we have not only grown as a team, but also as individuals. The skills we have learned from working on this
campaign for Clean Energy Fuels will be invaluable for our professional careers. We believe in Clean Energy’s
goals and potential, which made creating a campaign to awaken the belief in others extremely enjoyable.
Our team has worked diligently to create a campaign that promotes the objectives of Clean Energy
Fuels, and we are confident that with this campaign, compressed natural gas will rapidly become the most
popular fuel source among high-mileage drivers, early adopters and fleet owners.
Thank you again for granting us with this amazing opportunity. If you have any questions or concerns,
please do not hesitate to contact us. We appreciate your time and consideration and are looking forward to
your feedback.
Sincerely,
Emily Wells, Account Executive			

Emily Layton, Research Director

Carson Bailey, Editorial Director			

Mika Callaway, Art Director

Blythe Westfall, Director of Strategy		

Austin Chappell, Media Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An overall summary of the project and project goals

Clean Energy Fuels is the industry leader for compressed natural gas. This communication plan will enhance
Clean Energy Fuels’ credibility among consumers by educating them about the benefits of using CNG.
In order to understand consumer perspectives about CNG and Clean Energy Fuels’ environment, thorough primary and secondary research was performed. Through secondary research, information about Clean Energy
Fuels’ competitors, collaborators and target markets was gathered. Primary research through interviews, focus
groups and surveys provided insight into consumer perspectives, awareness of CNG and consumer concerns.
The target audiences for this campaign are high-mileage drivers, early adopters and fleet owners. The benefits
of CNG – cleaner, cheaper, renewable and domestic – appeal to these groups and make them ideal audiences
for the campaign. Radio advertisements, social media posts and a referral program will focus on all of the target audiences. Separate promotional efforts such as newsletters, educational events and philanthropic efforts
will be used to appeal to the audiences individually.
The budget for the communication plan is $250,000. The timeline is one year and runs from March 2014 to
March 2015. We have provided examples of all of the promotional materials suggested throughout the campaign and the budget we have compiled is based off of those materials.
We hope that Clean Energy Fuels agrees with us that this plan is filled with potential benefits for Clean Energy
Fuels. We believe this plan will place Clean Energy Fuels in consumer’s minds as the most trustworthy and
knowledgeable option for CNG.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Clean Energy Fuels, a compressed natural gas company, is working its way into consumer’s minds
as the leading producer and distributor of CNG. Being a prominent company in a growing industry
means that Clean Energy Fuels faces challenges such as confusion among publics about the benefits
of CNG, lack of fueling stations and CNG vehicles and cost of converting vehicles. Fortunately, Clean
Energy Fuels has many opportunities to educate the pubic and build awareness about the benefits of
CNG. CNG is cleaner, cheaper, renewable and domestic. Through a strategic educational campaign,
Clean Energy Fuels can educate the public and position itself as the industry leader and most knowledgeable source regarding compressed natural gas.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
COMPANY: With a variety of markets and customer bases, Clean Energy Fuels has become the largest provider

of natural gas fuel in North America and Canada with 360 fueling stations. Clean Energy Fuels specializes in compressed natural gas for fueling purposes and heavily emphasizes the many benefits of CNG. Clean Energy Fuels
has paired with numerous companies, such as China Gas, LA Metro and GE Oil & Gas. These partnerships are mutually beneficial and will help spread awareness about customer use of CNG nationwide, as well as internationally.

CUSTOMERS: Clean Energy Fuels’ primary target markets include the trucking industry, airport, taxi and shuttle
buses, as well as transit and other automotive businesses. Despite the company’s focus on various industries, its
ultimate target market is consumers in the automobile industry, primarily those who use traditional gasoline. The
company emphasizes that compressed natural gas is “good for the bottom line, good for the environment, good
for truck drivers, good for community health and good for America.”

CONTEXT: Political and economic environments provide opportunities for Clean Energy Fuels due to several environmental regulations. These include emission regulations and pollution limitations, as well as an economic recession that has left many consumers wanting to find a cheaper and more reliable source of fuel. Our technological
environment provides an advantage to CNG and CEF. The amount of CNG fueling stations is low and there are still
safety issues when it comes to CNG but with more technological advances, CNG can become more widespread
and available. The expenses that come with converting to a CNG vehicle pose a threat in specific target markets.
Increased CNG research could possible lead to a cheaper conversion costs in the future, but the current state of
conversion leads to uncontrollable prices.

COLLABORATORS: New distribution channels can produce new opportunities for CNG customers, such as part-

nering with traditional gas stations or partnering with grocery and hardware stores to create CNG fueling stations
on their property. Collaborators can also be threats because of the world’s existing dependence on gasoline and
lack of awareness of CNG. Social media’s ability to provide leverage for current events or trends could potentially
spread CNG awareness and therefore, act as a collaborator. A primary collaborator for Clean Energy Fuels would
be an eco-friendly environmental agency like the EPA. The EPA could provide leverage for Clean Energy Fuels and
boost the company’s place in the fuel market.

COMPETITION: Clean Energy Fuels primary competition includes Westport Innovations, GE and Chesapeake

Energy Corporate Collaboration, Trillium CNG and American Natural Gas. Westport Innovations holds the patents
required for converting diesel or gasoline engines in LNG and CNG engines. WPRT does not manufacture whole
engines but is an indirect competitor because it provides direct competitors of Clean Energy Fuels with licenses
required to convert regular vehicles to run on CNG. On the other hand, GE and Chesapeake produce CNG and
LNG vehicles that are available to the public. Trillium CNG specializes in working with fleet owners that require
high-performance solutions. Trillium has begun operations for its expansion plan for 2013-2016. With the implementation of this plan, Trillium will build 101 natural gas public access stations in 29 states. Lastly, American
Natural Gas is a distributor of alternative fuels in the northeastern portion of the U.S. ANG handles requirements
for acquiring CNG for public use, as well as establishing locations, construction, operation and 24/7 maintenance.
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RESEARCH
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RESEARCH
Focus Group
Objective

The overall goal of orchestrating a focus group was to gain a better understanding of early adopters’ attitudes,
beliefs, opinions and perceptions toward compressed natural gas. Through our focus group, we determined the
participants’:
• Awareness level and understanding of CNG
• Overall attitudes toward CNG
• Basic perceptions of CNG
• Opinions of CNG compared to gasoline
• Loyalties to gas brands or other strong competitors
• Hesitations and fears
• Influential sources
• Opinions on trusted sources for gas, car and auto issues.

Methodology

The focus group included seven willing participants who were perceived as early adopters. The focus group was
conducted at Aspen Coffee in Stillwater, Okla., where we chose the perceived early adopters at random. To ensure
our understanding of the information provided, we voice recorded the discussion on a laptop and two phones. The
focus group took place on Sept. 18, 2013 and lasted approximately 30 minutes.

Sample

The respondents for our focus group included college students ranging in age from 18 to 23 and older individuals
ranging from 35 to 45. There were four men and three women participants. The participants drove various gasoline-powered vehicles, such as trucks, SUVs and cars. The participants who claimed to be environmentally friendly
helped determine perceptions and attitudes involving environmental components. On the other hand, the trendsetters in our focus group helped establish innovative attitudes toward Clean Energy Fuel and CNG.

Key Findings

The focus group provided helpful information in regards to our campaign. The most common trend in the focus
group was the lack of awareness regarding compressed natural gas. However, the vast majority said they would absolutely consider CNG as an alternative fueling option if it were cost effective and readily available. This information
is important because it appears the most significant obstacle we face in this campaign is the lack of awareness.
However, we can use this to our advantage and create a campaign that promotes and educates simultaneously.
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RESEARCH
CONTINUED

Key points include:

Four out seven have heard of compressed natural gas. However, only three out of seven have a basic
understanding of CNG.
Seven out of seven spend more than $100 in gasoline each month. Two respondents spend more
than $600 per month.
Gas prices and foreign dependence are major concerns in regards to gasoline.
The vast majority perceive CNG as cleaner and more environmentally conscious than gasoline.
When asked on a scale of 1 to 10 if they would research CNG, the average answer was a 5 out of
10.
Five out of seven say they primarily use the Internet for news and information purposes.
Six out of seven respondents said that if CNG were available and cost effective, they would definitely
drive a vehicle powered by CNG.
Availability and convenience of CNG are the most prevalent concerns.
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RESEARCH
CONTINUED

In-Depth Interviews
Objective

The goal of using personal interviews was to gain more insight into opinions discovered through surveys and
focus groups. While the survey gathered opinions, personal interviews exposed in detail the attitudes, motives
and behaviors that drive the opinions of early adopters. Through these in-depth interviews, we learned the
participant’s attitudes about compressed natural gas, awareness level of natural gas, willingness to convert
their vehicles, perceived stereotypes of people who drive vehicles that run on compressed natural gas and
how those stereotypes affect willingness to adopt compressed natural gas.

Methodology

In order to be as accommodating as possible, we conducted our personal interviews in various ways. Most
interviews were in person, but we also interviewed participants via Skype and over the phone. We interviewed
participants from Sept.19-22.

Sample

We chose a variety of individuals to participate in our in-depth interviews, including professors, college students, recent graduates, car dealership owners and trendsetters. We also chose early adopters that provided
helpful insight into the attitudes, motives and behaviors of people who drive vehicles that run on CNG. We also
interviewed individuals who are environmentally friendly, as well people who would not consider themselves
environmentally conscious. In addition, we interviewed hybrid, truck, car and SUV owners.

Key Findings

Through our many interviews, we realized the common trend was lack of awareness. Some interviewees had
enough of a general understanding of CNG to form an opinion, but said the lack of information made it difficult
to determine whether they would purchase a vehicle powered by natural gas. When asked what type of person they believed would drive a CNG car, many respondents answered hippies, hipsters, tree huggers, environmentally conscious individuals, etc. It appears the general perception of CNG is that it is cleaner and good for
the environmentally, but the lack of availability is a major concern. Another common trend is the pricing issue.
The majority said that if CNG was safe, reliable and cost effective, they would be likely to convert to CNG, but
it seems the cost of converting would be too high. Overall, most interviewees believe CNG is a great concept,
but need more information to determine a final opinion of the product.

Helpful Quotes:

• “If they’re the same price or cheaper than a regular car, I would most likely switch to natural gas if it would
help me save money and help the environment.”
• “When asked why they would not look into purchasing a CNG vehicle: “The reason being that I don’t think
they have perfected them yet, you don’t get the performance, you do get the economy but you don’t get the
performance. They cost way more than a regular car and the amount of money you would save on gas you
end up spend on the vehicle itself.”
• “I need to learn a lot more about CNG to make an intelligent decision. I do think it is where we are heading
and it is where the big companies will go once the future pushes to the direction.”
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RESEARCH
CONTINUED

Surveys
Objectives

The goal of this survey was to gain a better understanding of early adopters and learn more about their knowledge, opinions and attitudes toward compressed natural gas. We also discovered the awareness level of CNG,
attitudes toward CNG, and general demographics of this particular group of people. The survey provided specific
statistics concerning awareness, opinions and the likelihood of purchasing or converting to a CNG vehicle. From
this survey, we gained a better understanding of how to market Clean Energy Fuels and CNG toward this specific
audience.

Methodology

In order to maximize our resources and determine the information we needed, we distributed our survey online via
Survey Monkey. The class as a whole sent it to more than 1,000 individuals from Sept.19-22.

Sample

Out of the 1,036 people who responded to this survey, 63 percent were women and 36 percent were men. Forty
six percent of participants drive cars, 31 percent drive SUVs, 14 percent drive trucks, 3 percent drive vans and
only 0.8 percent drive hybrids. The majority of the respondent’s (46 percent) age ranges from 18 to 24, but
people of all ages responded. The respondent’s income varied, but was dispersed rather evenly. The majority (24
percent) earns $0 to $24,000 each year. Eighty eight percent of participants were white, and 38 percent have
earned their bachelor degree.

Key Findings

The general trend we discovered while examining the results is that there is a substantial lack of awareness and
information about CNG. However, many participants, approximately 50 percent, said they would be highly likely to
use CNG if they were more aware of the benefits.

Key points include:

• Results showed that 27 percent of participants are completely unaware of CNG, while only 12 percent are highly
aware.
•  Twenty five percent of respondents said they would maybe switch their vehicle to CNG but the majority, 45
percent, said they need more information to make their decision.
• Twelve percent said they are highly likely to try new product and services, while only 2 percent said they are
highly unlikely. The majority falls in the middle.
• When asked if they believe CNG is a reliable fueling source, 17 percent strongly agreed, and only 1 percent
strongly disagreed.
• Fifty six percent strongly agree that gas prices are extremely relevant in their life.
• Forty five percent strongly agree that miles-per-gallon affects their vehicle purchase.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

B

•    People can save money in the long run
•    People can feel good about helping the environment
•    Unique product offering
•    Increasing convenience
•    Clean Energy is the largest provider of Natural Gas in North America and Canada
•    Clean Energy offers a variety of products and services
•    Clean Energy has four times the amount of fueling stations as its closest competi-

•    Lack of knowledge among consumers
•    Expensive to convert vehicles
•    Lack of variety of vehicles
•    Lack of available fueling stations

•    Position Clean Energy Fuels as market leader
•    Position Clean Energy Fuels as most trusted source of CNG
•    Utilize Will Howell as a CNG advocate

•    Other natural gas companies such as Trillium CNG
•    Conventional gasoline and diesel vehicles
•    Large crude oil companies
•    Hybrid cars
•    Electric cars
•    Lack of awareness and information.
•    Preconceived notions consumers have about CNG

14

BIG IDEA
Cleaner. Cheaper. Efficient. These are a few words that depict what compressed natural gas encompasses. The benefits, long-term savings, economic boost and services offered through CNG are
astounding and the world needs to know. Therefore, the goal of our campaign is to stay consistent
with Clean Energy Fuels’ message of creating a more cost effective and environmentally friendly
society while drastically increasing the awareness of CNG. We hope to reach a substantial amount of
individuals with a campaign that not only promotes Clean Energy Fuels and CNG, but also educates
the public about the many possibilities and benefits CNG offers. We need CNG to be a reality for our
target markets. Clean Energy Fuels understands that your vehicle doesn’t just get you from point A to
point B. It carries your life, family, friends, memories and your most valuable possessions. Clean Energy
Fuels is committed to getting you where you need to be in the safest, most efficient way possible. So
let’s become environmentally friendly. Let’s become a society with fueling options. Let’s become a part
of the CNG family. Both your wallet and Mother Nature will thank you.

GOAL
To educate the public that compressed natural gas is an efficient, cost-effective and
environmentally friendly source of fuel that is available for many types of vehicles and
lifestyles.

>
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TARGET AUDIENCE
HIGH-MILEAGE DRIVERS
Lauren and Sam have been married for 6 years. Lauren is 36 and Sam is 39. Their combined yearly income is
$89,000. They each drive an SUV and consider themselves environmentally aware because they recycle weekly
and buy products in re-usable packaging when possible. They keep up with local, national and international news
through more traditional media such as newspapers, magazines, billboards and radio. Lauren and Sam want to
start a family so they are always looking for ways to save money on gas and make their vehicles more fuel-efficient.

Demographics:

•Race: Married couples are made up of 81 percent Asian, 80 percent non-Hispanic white, 62 percent Hispanic
and 44 percent black. (2)
•By age 44, 36 percent of women had two children and 28 percent had three or more. (1)
•Estimated size: 56 million or 48.6 percent.

EARLY ADOPTERS
Hannah is a tech-savvy, environmentally friendly driver who users her car mainly to get to work, the grocery store
and yoga. She stays up-to-date with current events through the Internet, TV, magazines and social media. Hannah
consults multiple sources when a story or product interests her. She is 27 and makes $48,000 dollars a year and
lives in a single bedroom apartment with her dog Polly and cat Sylvester.

Demographics:
•Race: Minorities 33 percent (Hispanics 11.5 percent, Blacks 9.7 percent, Asians 8.3 percent).
•Gender: Women 53.5 percent (heavy in education 71.2 percent, health-related occupations), men 80.5 percent
(heavy in engineering and computer-related occupations). (3)
•Estimated size: 16.3 million

EARLY ADOPTERS
James is the owner of a trucking company that employs 34 drivers and owns 41 trucks. The trucks travel more
than 800 miles per week carrying heavy loads. James wants to save money in the long run and is tired of the consistent rise in diesel prices but he has concerns about the safety and reliability of CNG. James bought the trucking
company as a way to help him ease into retirement so he is planning to sell the fleet within the next three years.
Therefore, every decision James makes needs to be supported by the industry to make his fleet more desirable.

Demographics:

•The trucking industry in the U.S. employs an estimated 8.9 million people; nearly 3.5 million are truck drivers. (4)
•In 2006 the transportation industry logged 432.9 billion miles. (4)
•The average cost per mile is $1.73, which is $83.68 per hour. In 2006, trucks consumed 53.9 billion gallons of
fuel for business purposes. (4)
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HIGH-MILEAGE DRIVERS

TARGET ONE: OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & TACTICS
CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

To have an effect on the awareness of high-mileage drivers; specifically to obtain an increase in
their interest in purchasing CNG vehicles and converting currently owned vehicles to CNG.

STRATEGY 1
Implement incentive and referral programs through Clean Energy Fuels and with Co-op advertising with partnered car dealerships (Ford, Peterbilt, Chevy, etc.) Ex: $20 gift card per $100
spent on CNG; point system for referring someone to CNG that goes to free maintenance
service.

TACTICS
Clean Energy Points is a point system designed to benefit high-mileage drivers and reward
them for their dedication to natural gas. Consumers can become involved with the free
program as soon as they take their first trip to a Clean Energy Fuels fueling station. Using
these fueling stations on a frequent basis earns the consumer credit toward his or her next
purchase.
CNG buyers will also accumulate points that can be used toward additional Clean Energy
Fuels benefits. Every $25 spent at a Clean Energy Fuels fueling station earns the consumer
one Clean Energy Point.
50 points can be redeemed for one free fill-up at a Clean Energy Fuels station.
Consumers can also earn points and benefits through a referral system. If an incoming natuCNG buyers will also accumulate points that can be used toward additional Clean Energy Fuels benefits. Every $25 spent at a Clean Energy Fuels fueling station earns the
consumer one Clean Energy Point.
50 points can be redeemed for one free fill-up at a Clean Energy Fuels 		
station.
Consumers can also earn points and benefits through a referral system. If an incoming
natural gas consumer refers a former natural gas consumer to Clean Energy Fuels, the
latter will receive 20 free Clean Energy Points (See appendix D).
Timeline: March 2014 - May 2014
Budget: $20,054.54
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HIGH-MILEAGE DRIVERS

TARGET ONE: OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & TACTICS
STRATEGY 2

Utilize Will Howell as a spokesperson to raise awareness and trust of CNG among highmileage drivers through traditional media.
TACTICS
Promotional materials including a CNG monthly newsletter that covers news, testimonials,
facts, statistics, upcoming events, speaker panels and photographs from celebrity endorsers
of CNG (See appendix H).
30-Second Radio advertisements about facts, statistics and personal testimonials, aired
weekly to monthly on stations that include high mileage drivers (XM Radio, Pandora, Spotify,
etc.). (See appendix G).
Research and grab data off of online and print census and demographic material to find
target audiences within rural cities that are “aware of the oil industry” and are “high mileage
drivers,” in order to target specific CNG advertisements.
Timeline: April 2014 - March 2015
Budget: $45,360
STRATEGY 3
Clean Energy Fuels will donate to the Red Cross to help them convert their vehicles to CNG.
TACTICS
Host live-televised speaker panel with Red Cross’ president and nationwide CNG supporters
aired on the Outdoor Channel, CNN, Fox and NBC.
Host additional mini speaker panels and roundtable discussions for consumers attending
event to discuss opinions, personal testimonials and opportunities to be featured on Clean
Energy Fuels’ commercials or social media channels. (See J and K).
Timeline: April 2014 - May 2015
Budget: $10,000
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EARLY ADOPTERS

TARGET TWO: OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & TACTICS
CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

To have an effect on the awareness early adopters have regarding CNG and Clean Energy
Fuels; specifically to enhance their education about the benefits and accessibility of CNG.

STRATEGY 1
Implement specific advertising via side of RVs, fleet trucks, billboards, Rodeo Star and Will Howell with
an emphasis on various graphics, information and statistics about CNG and Clean Energy Fuels.

TACTICS
Create CNG advertisements to place on RVs, trucks, billboards, neighborhood benches and
university buses in college towns and young demographic areas. (See appendix B and C).
Information materials including CNG facts, statistics and benefits via high quality TV displays,
social media ads or current events in popular culture to relate to the CNG market. (See
appendix A).
Attach the CNG logo and all advertising of CNG to Will Howells’ clothing, equipment, trucks,
RVs, Commercials, Social Media Channels. (See appendix F and L).
Timeline: March 2014 - April 2015
Budget: $111,281.96
STRATEGY 2
Have gas stations advertise and promote CNG as gas pumps via nontraditional media (pump TV
screens, pamphlets/brochures at pumps and inside when people pay, visual advertising with Will
Howell and receipt promotion).

TACTICS
Place TV screen advertisements at each filling pump that includes facts, financial and
economical benefits of using CNG. (See appendix E and F).
Use QR codes at pumps and fueling stations that consumers scan to receive discounts and
entry into sweepstakes/prize opportunities, as well as an automatic upload of their “check-in”
to social media channels. (See appendix I).
Host a month long nationwide tour with some of CNG’s celebrity endorsers (Will Howell, etc.),
that includes speaker panels, Natural Gas conventions, televised presentations and large
events for various cities that all promote CNG.
Timeline: December 2014 - March 2015
Budget: $9,900
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EARLY ADOPTERS

TARGET TWO: OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & TACTICS
STRATEGY 3

Utilize the smart phone application that is transferable and usable on all phone
services plus vehicle GPS systems that not only contains basic information, facts and benefits
about CNG and Clean Energy, but also shows locations of CNG pumps across the map.

TACTICS
Utilize the Clean Energy Fuels smartphone app that outlines basic benefits, facts about CNG
as well as map of CNG stations across the country.
Partner with Google Maps and other GPS services to sign contracted deal that includes
all CNG stations in their social media applications in order to single out CNG stations from
traditional fueling stations.
Create and implement a CNG email distribution system to give consumers windows of time
to receive benefits or special promotions.
Timeline: July 2014-May 2015
Budget: $0
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FLEET OWNERS

TARGET THREE: OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & TACTICS
CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES
The primary objective for fleet owners is to have an effect on the acceptance of CNG by fleet owners;
specifically to increase their positive attitudes toward converting trucking vehicles to run on CNG.

STRATEGY 1
Host educational forums regionally and statewide to discuss long-term benefits of CNG and
conversion to CNG. Basic information about CNG, statistics regarding CNG use and the positive
effects CNG can have within the trucking industry will be provided.

TACTICS
Send CNG representatives and CNG endorser Will Howell to each fleet owner or trucking conventions to
promote, persuade and convince consumers to become involved with CNG.
Host mandatory informational sessions for general public at CNG stations that outline the primary
benefits of CNG, updated statistics, CNG consumers by number and the growth of CNG as a source of
natural gas in the industry. nt and helped the CNG sector of the fuel industry grow.
Host informational forums via visual displays and promotional materials including brochures, newsletters,
at CNG-partnered car dealerships to increase awareness of increasing CNG consumers and promote
CNG-powered vehicles.

Timeline: March 2014-September 2014
Budget: $910
STRATEGY 2
Create an online discussion forum for current trucking CNG users to discuss, promote and answer questions about CNG with potential and actual CNG users within the trucking industry.

TACTICS
Create and maintain a presence online with partnered car dealerships by providing information about
CNG on their websites. The information will be included in an additional page dedicated to CNG.
Create a protected website for fleet truck users only that gives promotional benefits of CNG as a truck
driver, breaking information about the CNG industry, visuals, statistics, facts, additional resources and
contact information for further information on CNG as a truck driver.
Create and administer specific Facebook groups for fleet owners only that allow free flow of information
about CNG.

Timeline: December 2014-February 2015
Budget: $47.70
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FLEET OWNERS

TARGET THREE: OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & TACTICS
STRATEGY 3
Partner with local and regional radio stations to host a live, interactive discussion about CNG.
The discussion will include: question and answer session, testimonials from current CNG users to
explain why they converted and the benefits they have received.

TACTICS
Host a monthly radio show on XM Radio specifically for truck drivers and fleet owners that explains
benefits, basic facts and long-term financial and economical savings by using CNG.
This radio show will feature new CNG consumers that explain their initial thoughts about conversion to
CNG and expectations for future of CNG.
A month or two later, bring the same consumers back on the show to provide a rundown of how their
CNG experience has been.
Host radio show call-in contests that can earn CNG consumers extra points toward future CNG
purchases or CNG-related prizes or benefits

Timeline: October 2014-May 2015
Budget: $0
STRATEGY 4
Publish tests and research conducted by Clean Energy Fuels to show the long-term efficiency of
CNG versus diesel and gasoline, the cost benefits of CNG and the positive environmental impact
CNG has versus regular gasoline pollution. Results will be directly distributed to fleet owners,
trucking companies and dealership headquarters.

TACTICS
Publish and post monthly report with visuals, graphics, facts, updates and additional resources on Clean
Energy Fuels’ website and social media accounts, highlighting the cost benefits, economical benefits and
personal benefits.
Place a visual “savings meter” on far right side of Clean Energy Fuels’ web site that updates short and
long-term savings of CNG users weekly. Also, Include specific numbers and statistics on how many
customers are currently using CNG and how many have converted over a period amount of time to
persuade and promote CNG to potential CNG users.
Publish and place recorded interviews or audio clippings of environmental scientists, expert researchers
and celebrities that focus on the numbers and statistics of the CNG market and how it benefits
consumers over time on the main front page of the CNG website.

Timeline: April 2014-March 2015
Budget: $0
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THE EVALUATION
EVALUATION OF THE
High-Mileage Drivers
• Track media coverage

• Calculate media impressions
• Post-campaign awareness survey

Early Adopters
• Track media coverage

• Calculate media impressions
• Post-campaign awareness survey

Fleet Owners
• Tabulate requests for information

• Tabulate communication expressing interest in CNG
• Post-event evaluations from audience members at educational forums
• Post-campaign attitude/opinions survey

EVALUATION EXPLANATION
The first objective of the campaign is to have an effect on the awareness of high-mileage drivers, specifically to obtain an increase in their interest in purchasing CNG vehicles and converting currently owned
vehicles to CNG. Evaluation of this objective will include tracking media coverage, media impressions and
a post-campaign awareness survey.
The objective for early adopters is to have an effect on their awareness regarding CNG and Clean Energy Fuels, specifically to enhance their education about the benefits and accessibility of CNG. In order to
evaluate this objective, the team will track media coverage and calculation of media impressions throughout the campaign. At the end of the campaign, a survey will be distributed to evaluate post-campaign
awareness.
The objective for the third target audience is to have an effect on the acceptance of CNG by fleet owners,
specifically to increase their positive attitudes toward converting trucking vehicles to run on CNG. This
acceptance objective can be evaluated through tabulation of requests for information, tabulation of communication expressing interest in CNG, post-event evaluations from audience members of educational
forums and an attitude/opinion survey delivered post-campaign.
The entire campaign will be evaluated three times. The first evaluation will ensure that each tactic is being
implemented according to the plan. An implementation report done two months into the campaign that
will document how the tactics were carried out.
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THE EVALUATION
CONTINUED

A progress report for the awareness objectives will be created six months into the campaign and the
progress report for the acceptance objective will be created nine months into the campaign. The progress
reports will allow the team to evaluate the effectiveness of the campaign and make any necessary changes
if the campaign is not achieving the objectives.
The final review of the campaign will happen 12 months after the campaign begins. The final review will be
a before-and-after study that involves observation of publics before the campaign is implemented to gather
a benchmark that will be used for comparison at the end of the campaign. After the campaign concludes,
the same publics will be observed and evaluated for changes in awareness and acceptance.
Instead of employing a judgmental assessment of the campaign, the team will use quantitative and qualitative research to evaluate the campaign because these research methods were used to determine the target
audiences’ original thoughts and opinions regarding CNG. The final review of the awareness objectives will
consist of surveys, focus groups and interviews to determine if the audience remembered the main points of
the message and if they understood what the message was trying to convey. Final review of the acceptance
objective will entail surveys, focus groups and interviews to compare opinions of CNG after the campaign is
over to opinions of CNG gathered before the campaign began. Surveys, focus groups and interviews will not
only ask the questions used in the original research, but also a questions about where they learned about
CNG. This will help the team determine the most popular medium used by the target audiences and the best
way to reach them with information in the future.
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PROJECT TIMELINE
MONTH

MARCH 2014

APRIL 2014

MAY 2014

JUNE 2014

JULY 2014

B

3.7 Host informational sessions at car dealerships
3.10 Contact ACT Expo to organize Will Howell speaking event
3.11 Begin advertising efforts for ACT Expo event
3.15 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
3.20 Send reps to trucking conventions
3.21 Organize monthly reports with CNG benefits
3.30 Organize dates for Will Howell photo shoot, commercial and radio advertisement
4.5 Meet with Red Cross representatives to organize panel and involvement with
CNG
4.6 Will Howell magazine photo shoot and personal interview
4.13 Will Howell commercial shoot
4.15 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
4.16 Hold consumer interviews for magazine
4.18 Contact TV stations, newspapers and media that will cover panel
4.20 Create Will Howell radio advertisement
4.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
4.28 Implementation report to evaluate implementation tactics
4.30 Finalize all radio ads, commercials, interviews and photos
5.5-5.8 Will Howell speaking event at ACT Expo in Long Beach, California
5.13 Host panel with Red Cross with environmental leaders
5.18 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
5.22 Contact Expedite Expo to organize CNG Booth
5.24 Send reps to trucking conventions
6.10 Contact Google Maps to organize cooperation with smart phone
app
6.15 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
6.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
7.7 Host informational sessions at car dealerships
7.15 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
7.16 Finalize smart phone application
7.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
7.23 Send smart phone application to app stores
7.24 Send representatives to trucking conventions
7.25-7.26 CNG Booth at Expedite Expo in Wilmington, Ohio
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PROJECT TIMELINE
AUGUST 2014

SEPTEMBER 2014

OCTOBER 2014

NOVEMBER 2014

DECEMBER 2014

JANUARY 2015

FEBRUARY 2015

MARCH 2015

B

8.1 Progress report for awareness objectives
8.10 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
8.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
9.7 Host informational sessions at car dealerships
9.20 Begin recording commercials and content for radio show
9.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
9. 24 Send representatives to trucking conventions
10.1 Interview CNG consumers for radio show
10.13 Implement Facebook advertising and hold first progress report
10.15 Organize benefits for radio show call-in contests
10.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
11.1 Progress report for acceptance objectives
11.9 Send representatives to determined geographical areas to organize
advertisements
11.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
12.5 Purchase TV screens and QR codes to be placed in Clean Energy
pumps.
10.13 Hold Facebook advertising progress report
12.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
12.29 Finalize overall geographical advertising efforts
1.7 Host informational sessions at car dealerships
1.15 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
1.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
1.27 Meet with fleet owners and discuss fleet owner exclusive website
2.5 Deliver TV screens and QR codes to Clean Energy pumps to be installed
and utilized
2.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
2.27 Finalize fleet owner website and publish
3.7 Host informational sessions at car dealerships
3.13 End Facebook advertising
3.15 Host informational sessions at Clean Energy stations
3.21 Publish monthly report on CNG benefits
3.25 Final report for all campaign objectives
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  July	
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July
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  8
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Radio	
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  5
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  21
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  15
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  7

Mar-‐14
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ESTIMATED BUDGET

An estimated budget needed to complete the project

2,000 Premium Matte cards via Vista Print						

$54.59

Designated yearly budget for rewards							 $5,000
Designated yearly budget for $10 credit referral system					
Designated yearly budget for fueling credit from car purchase				
										
Total cost of fuel credit rewards:

$5,000
$10,000
$20,054.59

Create MyEmma.com account								

N/A

One newsletter for 1 year 								

$360

Total cost of Clean Energy Fuels Newsletter:							 $360
Pandora Radio Commercial per month ($5,000 per month)				

$45,000

Total cost of Pandora radio spot advertising: 							$45,000

Five exterior bus advertisement for 12 months 					

$15,000

Fee of 10 large billboards for 6 months						

$90,000

Total cost of outdoor advertisement: 						

$105,000

100 Patches for all clothing							

$212

100 Clean Energy Fuels/CNG stickers for equipment 				

$69.96

Partial truck wrap (4) 									 $6,000
Total cost for Will Howell promotional items:						

$6,281.96

$2 spending per day on Google Adwords							
Total cost for Google advertisement: 							

$730
$730

Facebook set daily budget for campaign one for 182 days					

$910

Create Facebook group for fleet owners/drivers						

N/A

Monthly reports on Facebook/website							

N/A

Total cost of social media informational advertising: 						

$910
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ESTIMATED BUDGET

An estimated budget needed to complete the project

Cost of one hotel room (Hyatt) for 3 nights 							

$627

Cost of meals and recreational needs 							

$400

Allotted budget for fuel

$500

								

Will Howell’s fee 								

		

$800

Planned informative speaking 						

		

N/A

Total cost of ACT Expo 2014 in Long Beach, CA: 				

$2,327

Gus pump :15 TV spot: $25 CPM; 15 stations for 6 months

       $375

Gus pump :30 TV spot: $35 CPM; 15 stations for 6 months

       $525

QR code											

N/A

QR code at gas pump (10 stations for 12 months)						

$9,000

Public Speaker/Endorser Panel								

N/A

Total cost of on location gas station advertisement: 						 $9,900
Booth Fee (Corner 10x10)									

$910

Cost of hotel room for one night (Hampton Inn)						

$133

Cost of food and other expense								

$150

Allotted budget for fuel 									

$500

Will Howell and other representative’s fee							

$1,000

Total cost of Expedite Expo 2014 in Wilmington, OH:						 $2,693
Webpage domain for 12 months							

$47.70

Total cost for Official CNG website 						

$47.70

Contribute for Red Cross 								

$10,000

Total cost of Red Cross Co-op Sponsorship Event:					

$10,000

Subtotal:		
Contingency:		
TOTAL

B

$203,275
$25,000
$228,275
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APPENDIX A
CNG SOCIAL MEDIA PLAN
Weekly Schedule
Save Money Monday- Promote CNG’s low prices offered through Clean Energy Fuels each Monday. This could be
done through many techniques. For example, provide the audience with specific locations with the lowest CNG
prices, or showcase CNG users who saved money by switching to CNG. The goal of these posts are to inform the
audience of money saving benefits.
Examples:
•Highlight customers who have saved money by using CNG.
•Natural Gas vehicles look like any other! The only difference is NGV drivers pay $1.29 per gallon
equivalent on average to fill up. How much are you paying each time at the pump?
•More than $3.00 per gallon or $1.30 per gallon equivalent? You decide.
•Why pay $3.00+ per gallon of gasoline when you could pay on average $1.29 for compressed natural
gas? It’s cleaner AND cheaper!
Trivia Tuesday- On Tuesdays, post trivia facts about Clean Energy Fuels and Compressed Natural Gas. This is an
informative way to engage the audience and promote CNG and Clean Energy Fuels simultaneously. Trivia could include informative facts about CNG and Clean Energy Fuels, as well as fun and interesting facts that would intrigue
the audience.
Examples:
•Who is the largest provider of natural gas fuel for transportation in North America? #triviatuesday
•Natural gas is mostly made up of? #triviatuesday
		o Methane
•Natural gas burns cleaner than coal or oil. But it is not emissions-free. Burning coal creates how much
more carbon dioxide than burning natural gas?
		
o 100% more
•When no pipelines are available, natural gas can be transported as liquefied natural gas (LNG) in large
ships with domed tanks. Chilling the gas to -260ºF (-162ºC) changes it into a liquid. How much more
natural gas can be stored as LNG than in its gaseous state?
		
o 600 times as much
•True or false: you can convert your gas powered vehicle to a CNG vehicle.
Newsday Wednesday- Post the latest CNG/Clean Energy Fuels news. Clean Energy Fuels can engage and inform
audiences by posting the latest news, promotions and anything CNG/Clean Energy Fuels related. This gives the
audience an “in the know” feel and can benefit the company in many ways.
Examples:
•Clean Energy and UPS Sign Multi-Year LNG Fuel Agreements to Support Largest LNG Truck Deployment
in North America http://cleanenergyfuels.com/news/2013/clean-energy-UPS-sign-multi-year-LNG-fuelagreements.html
•Promotions
•CNG/Clean Energy Fuel news
•Events
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APPENDIX A continued
Thursday- On Thursdays, promote CNG through Clean Energy Fuels by providing information about CNG in a
customer friendly and interactive way. This will give Clean Energy Fuels an opportunity to inform their customers about the benefits of CNG and encourage the audience to switch to natural gas vehicles. Utilize Twitter and
Facebook for this.
Examples:
•What’s cheaper, cleaner, abundant and domestic? Compressed natural gas! Find out more at http://
cleanenergyfuels.com/why/aboutng.html
•Why switch to Compressed Natural Gas? Simple. It’s cleaner, cheaper, abundant, safe and domestic!
Need more reasons? Follow the link for more information! http://cleanenergyfuels.com/
•Compressed natural gas is a much cleaner fueling option than gasoline. Save the environment, one tank
at a time.
•Switch to Compressed Natural gas! Both your wallet and Mother Nature will thank you.
Clean Energy Fuels Friday- This day is dedicated to heavily promoting Clean Energy Fuels and Rodeo Star.
Examples:
•Why choose us to be your CNG provider? Here are a few reasons! http://www.cleanenergyfuels.com/
about-clean-energy-natural-gas-fueling/index.html
•Clean Energy Fuels offers Compressed Natural Gas pumps all over the country! Find the closest filling
station to you. http://www.cleanenergyfuels.com/stations/stations.html
•How does Will Howell of Rodeo Star get to his rodeos? With his compressed natural gas vehicles of
course!
•We have 400+ fueling stations across the country. Find the closest one to you! http://www.cleanenergy
fuels.com/stations/stations.html
•Proud supporter of CNG and Clean Energy Fuels, Will Howell of Rodeo Star.  
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APPENDIX A continued

Facebook side advertising
examples
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APPENDIX B

Runs

Bus/Truck wrap example
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APPENDIX C
Billboard example 1

Billboard example 2

.
.
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APPENDIX D
CleanEnergyFuelsClean En Rewards card
FuelsCleanEnergy FuelsClea
EnergyFuelsCleanEnergyFuels
CleanEnergyFuelsCleanEne
FuelsCleanEnergyFuels Clea
EnergyFuelsCleanEnergyFu
CleanEnergyFuels CleanEne
FuelsCleanEnergyFuels Cle

Rewards
Card
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APPENDIX E

STORYBOARD FOR GAS STATION TV
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APPENDIX E continued
STORYBOARD FOR GAS STATION TV
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APPENDIX F
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APPENDIX G
30-SECOND RADIO SPOT
Dialogue: Your vehicle carries you where you need to go each day. From soccer games to work to dinner out
on the town, your vehicle is essential in taking you to these places. Let us join you on your journey and provide
a cheaper, safer and more efficient fueling source. We know your vehicle is important. It’s important to us, too.
So next time you’re making the trip from Point A to B, choose cheaper, choose cleaner, choose Compressed
Natural Gas. Sponsored by Clean Energy Fuels Corp.
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APPENDIX H
BECOME
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Weekly
Newsletter

B

Become PR Weekly Newsletter - Vol. 1 No. 1
Become Public Relations has
partnered with Clean Energy Fuels
to ensure that compressed natural
gas will rapidly become the most
popular fuel source among highmileage drivers, early adopters and
fleet owners. This week’s newsletter
outlines the overall aspects of the
campaign.

Thanks to Become PR and Clean
Energy Fuels, CNG consumers will
now be rewarded for purchasing
CNG. Every $25 spent at a Clean
Energy Fuels fueling station earns the
consumer one Clean Energy Point. 50
points can be redeemed for one free
fill-up at a Clean Energy Fuels station.

B
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
An overall summary of the
partnership with Clean Energy
fuels and campaign goals

Clean Energy Fuels is the industry
leader for compressed natural gas.
This communication plan will enhance
Clean Energy Fuels’ credibility among
consumers by educating them about
the benefits of using CNG.
In order to understand consumer
perspectives about CNG and Clean
Energy Fuels’ environment, thorough
primary and secondary research
was performed. Through secondary
research, information about Clean
Energy Fuels’ competitors, collaborators
and target markets was gathered.
Primary research through interviews,
focus groups and surveys provided
insight into consumer perspectives,
awareness of CNG and consumer
concerns.

The target audiences for this campaign
are high-mileage drivers, early adopters
and fleet owners. The benefits of CNG
– cleaner, cheaper, renewable and
domestic – appeal to these groups
and make them ideal audiences for
the campaign. Radio advertisements,
social media posts and a referral
program will focus on all of the target
audiences. Separate promotional
efforts such as newsletters, educational
events and philanthropic efforts will

be used to appeal to the audiences
individually.
The budget for the communication
plan is $250,000. The timeline is
one year and runs from March 2014
to March 2015. We have provided
examples of all of the promotional
materials suggested throughout
the campaign and the budget we
have compiled is based off of those
materials.
We hope that Clean Energy Fuels
agrees with us that this plan is filled
with potential benefits for Clean Energy
Fuels. We believe this plan will place
Clean Energy Fuels in consumer’s
minds as the most trustworthy and
knowledgeable option for CNG.
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APPENDIX I

QR code
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APPENDIX J
NEWS RELEASE

May 5, 2014							Contact Information:
								Name
								Phone
								Email

CLEAN ENERGY FUELS SPOKESPERSON, WILL HOWELL SPEAKS AT ACT EXPO
LONGBEACH, Calif. – The Clean Energy Fuels spokesperson, Will Howell, will be speaking about
compressed natural gas at the Alternative Clean Transportation Exposition.
Howell of Rodeo Star, LLC was chosen as the spokesperson for Clean Energy Fuels because of
his dedication to using compressed natural gas to fuel his fleet. Howell will talk to transportation fleet
owners about the benefits of CNG he has discovered from his use of CNG.
Clean Energy Fuels president and CEO, Chief Littlefair, considers CNG the premier choice of
alternative fuel.
“Use quote from Littlefair here.”
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (NASDAQ: CLNE) is the largest provider of natural gas fuel for
transportation in North America. We build and operate compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied
natural gas (LNG) fueling stations; manufacture CNG and LNG equipment and technologies for
ourselves and other companies and develop renewable natural gas (RNG) production facilities. For
more information, visit www.cleanenergyfuels.com.
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APPENDIX K
NEWS RELEASE

April 6, 2014							Contact Information:
								Name
								Phone
								Email

CLEAN ENERGY FUELS SPONSORS RED CROSS FOR CNG CONVERSION
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. – Clean Energy Fuels will be supporting the Red Cross in
their effort to convert all of their vehicles to run on CNG.
The vehicle conversion will take place over a six-month period running from
May to October. Clean Energy Fuels will be donating all of the CNG tanks.
The Red Cross Chairman of the Board, Bonnie McElveen-Hunter believes the
conversion of the Red Cross fleet to CNG will save an immeasurable amount of funds
in fueling costs.
“Insert quote from McElveen-Hunter here.”
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (NASDAQ: CLNE) is the largest provider of natural
gas fuel for transportation in North America. We build and operate compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) fueling stations; manufacture CNG and
LNG equipment and technologies for ourselves and other companies and develop
renewable natural gas (RNG) production facilities. For more information, visit www.
cleanenergyfuels.com.
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APPENDIX L

Clothing patch and promotional sticker
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